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Abstract—In this work a robust method is introduced, which
addresses the problem of automatic extraction and tracking of
facial features in color image sequences. The automatic extraction
of facial features is done in two steps. The first step consists of
a rough localization of the features while in the second step the
facial features are exactly segmented using Active Shape Models
(ASM). In contrast to simple ASM another approach is pursued
in this work, which contains two modifications of the ASM,
which lead to more robustness. The facial feature tracking in
video sequences is realized by correspondence determination of
individual specific support points which are used to anchor the
feature models during movement. This leads to more stability
and reliability for tracking and form description of the facial
features under image-specific disturbances.

Index Terms—Face analysis, Facial features extraction, track-
ing, Color image processing, Application

I. I NTRODUCTION

The analysis of face images is a current work field in
computer vision. Full automatic handling of face images hasa
large number of applications, including security, person veri-
fication, emotion analysis, multimedia, such as visual tracking
in medical applications. The primary task of this work is the
exact extraction of facial features and the description of their
dynamic changes over the time in long image sequences. The
changes over time of the features arise the correspondence
problem, which is to be solved by the proposed approach [8].
Facial analysis can be divided in two categories. On the one
hand the feature-based facial analysis approaches. In thiscase
single features are detected and the faces get analyzed and
classified by these features [2]. On the other hand there are
holistic-based approaches (e.g. Active Shape Models, ASM
[4], [7]). The basic idea of ASM is their characteristic to accept
only predefined allowed shapes. Possible shapes are defined by
statistical Point Distribution Models (PDM). To create those,
as many as possible examples of the facial features, which
are to be extracted, have to be marked manually. The manual
marking begins at striking points like corners. Furthermore,
there are the so called hybrid algorithms which combine both
categories. They use a global face model but optimize them
by local properties. Problems arise generally, when imagesare
taken from different angles. As a result the extracted features

change their geometrical properties. Finding a normalization
factor is important to gather from rotated face to basic face.
Also extreme lighting conditions and partial occlusion yield
problems. Beyond that the conventional algorithms have the
following problems: complicated training of artificial neu-
ral networks [3], [5] and complicated mathematical model
description [6], partly manual feature extraction and broad
scattered results [8]. Therefore, an enhancement of the current
known methods is necessary for the given task.

II. SUGGESTED METHOD

This work proposes a method for automatic localization,
exact extraction and robust tracking of facial features under
real image acquisition conditions. For automatic initialization
color, edge and 3D-information are used on the basis of
AdaBoost trained Haar-Like Features [11] and clustering of
3D-points [9]. After the facial features localization the features
get extracted by ASM, which give an exact form description
of the facial features (Fig. 1). Unlike normal ASM the active
shape models in this work are modified in two ways: 1) the
extension to color images (Colored Active Shape Models; C-
ASM) and 2) the ability of the models to anchor at two or
more feature specific points (Anchored Active Shape Models;
A-ASM). The second modification is important for tracking
stability where normal active contours would fail due to the
disturbance that may occur in real images. A combination of
these two modifications is yielded in Colored Anchored Active
Shape Models (CA-ASM). The optimization algorithm of CA-
ASM is based on normal ASM optimization and contains two
steps: edge fitting and model fitting.

• Edge fitting looks, starting at current model points, or-
thogonal to the model normal for the strongest gradient
in the image.

• Model fitting adapts the PDM and its deforming param-
eters to fit the model points best after the edge fitting.

Both steps are performed alternating until a convergence in
the model parameters is reached. The first step is always an
edge fitting while the last step is always a model fitting. Since
the edge fitting is only performed along current edges and their
normals, the search for gradients can fail in cases of larger
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Fig. 1: The suggested method for automatic detection, extrac-
tion and tracking of facial features.

translations in sequences. A prior repositioning (translation) of
the model along the movement vectors solves the initialization
problem of models in these cases.

A. Face Localization and Locating Facial Features

For the face localization in stereo image sequences an
algorithm is used, which evaluates in addition to skin color
information the depth information. The depth information
can be gathered by passive stereo measuring based on cross
correlation function and the known calibration data of the
cameras. Several clusters are composed of the resulting cloud
of 3D-points. The clustering algorithm is considered as kind of
region growing in 3D. The clustering consults two criteria:the
color-based homogeneity and secondly the Euclidian distance
of points to each other. The largest centric cluster, fittingthe
skin color best is defined as the face. This method is more
robust to the disadvantageous lighting. The result is an upward
and frontal rotated face. For more details the reader can refer
to [9].

Object detection in image processing is always the search
for a delimited area in which the targeted pattern is fitting.A
general solution for this task has been developed by Viola and
Jones [11]. They developed an algorithm, where a cascade
of weak Haar-like features (Fig. 2) is utilized to model
image objects appearance. A Haar-like feature describes the
difference of pixel intensities within similar sized sub regions
of one rectangular region in an image. An implementation
of the algorithm can be found in the OpenCV c/c++ library,
which is widely used. In this work, we build four models for
detection of mouth corners and inner eye corners. To train the
classificator 400 positive and negative samples were chosen.
Positive samples were sub images where mouth corners were
directly in center of sub images. Negative samples were chosen
from randomly selected sub images where the mouth corner
were not centred [10].

B. Facial features extraction

In general ASM are composed of a Point Distribution Model
(PDM) and statistical gray value profiles for each of the
model points. The PDM includes a set of eigenvectors defining
the allowed shape changes. They can be weighted by the
deformation vector of the model. Each value in the vector
controls one of the eigenvectors. This work includes additional
color information for each model points describing an optimal
synthetic color space in order to find the optimal edge for these
points. From the covariance matrix of the aligned vectors the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues yield the shape variation of the

Fig. 2: Left: base features for the cascade classifier and their
cascadation. Middle: the face region, a result of the face
detector is the search area for single facial features. Right:
single weak features in their local arrangement forming a
strong classifier.

model. The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
is the main axis of the cloud of samples in2k-dimensional
hyperspace. This one represents the largest deformation ofthe
model. The Equation 1 can approximate any of the trainings
samples, wherēv is the mean of all aligned trainings samples.

vi ≈ v̄ +Φb and b ≈ ΦT (vi − v) (1)

whereΦ is a2k×2k andb is a2k dimensional vector. The
vector b defines a set of parameters of a deformable model.
By varying the elements ofb we can vary the shape,v using
Equation 1. Not all eigenvectors are necessary to approximate
all given trainings vectorsvi. The eigenvectors corresponding
to small eigenvalues can be disregarded without loss of sig-
nificant shape information. Usually a few eigenvectors cover
more than97% of total variance of the data.

1) Modification of ASM: Conventional ASM search in
grayscale or binary-edge images for edges along the normals.
This approach is enhanced by using color images including
information about objects color specification. Thus a larger
dynamic gain is obtained, compared with conventional average
value based brightness. The transition borders of facial features
can be described very simply by using the color information.
The edges we look for generate unique strong edges in
specific color spaces. So edges created by any other, not
important features, which have same strength in gray scale
images appear enervated here. In this work these properties
are used in the first modification. After modeling, a specific
synthetical color channel is applied to each node, emphasizing
its color characteristics. For this color based Active Shape
Models no statistical edge profiles are needed any more. The
linking to color information is much more reliable and leads
to improve gray tone gradients. The second modification is
the anchoring of model points. Prior to optimization, the
model is repositioned (translated, rotated, scaled) to these
points. During edge fitting these points are not determined
by edge fitting. They stay at their initial position to maintain
the rough position and scaling. Only in model fitting they
can be moved. In a following edge detection step they are
moved back to their initial positions. Since the last step isa
model fitting, a small movement is possible here. For very



Fig. 3: Estimation of the displacement vectors via MAD-
criterion for the anchor points and the evaluation of the
matching quality

unlikely deformation and dispersion of minor points a large
movement still can happen here. This modification is called
Anchored Active Shape Models (A-ASM). In combination
with first modification it becomes Colored Anchored Active
Shape Models (CA-ASM).

2) Initialization and adjustment (fitting/align):An instance
of an CA-ASM has to be initialized nearby the searched object
in the image. Not only the position, also scaling and rotation
should roughly fit the object. Otherwise the edges are too
far away or can not be found in the normal profiles. From
the initial localization step we can derive an estimation of
the size and rotation of facial features. From the distance of
the eyes we can derive its width. Two points are required
to place the models in rotation, scaling and translation over
an image. The yellow points (Fig. 3) are the points of facial
feature detection in the initialization. The mean model is
already very close to the target shape here. The estimation for
facial feature in the initialization of the CA-ASM and below
optimized facial features at the end of iteration in 3D map,
eyes map and mouth map. Optimization is controlled by three
parameters: convergence break, iteration depth and restrictions
to deformation vectorb.

• Convergence refers to square distance of model points to
last iteration as well as values of deformation vectorb.

• Iteration depth can limit the number of iterations to avoid
infinity loops, when the model lost the object in the image

• Limitations of vector b (s. Eq. 1) shall avoid impossible
deformations and keep the shape plausible. For instance
an overstretched of the mouth closing would result in
lower mouth edge over the uppe one.

III. M ULTI -FEATURE-MODELS TRACKING

Usually the conventional ASM’s do not operate reliably at
non-cooperative measuring situations such as bad initializa-
tion, larger movement, brightness variations, small gray tone
gradients or partial occlusion. Rotation along view axis ofthe
person around the nose results in different movement vectors
for mouth and both eyes. Also changes in expression result
in movement of single features different from the other ones.
A prior repositioning in the suggested CA-ASM solves this

problem. The estimation of movement is not performed for
the head as one object. Each feature is tracked separately.
For motion estimation two anchor points (block) of each of
the feature models are used (Fig. 3, left). They contain many
primitives and are therefore qualified for recovery. To recover
these points in the next frame of image sequences a block
matching algorithm is used here. This takes place via Mean
Absolute Difference (MAD) [1] due to the small implemen-
tation expenditure. By localizing the extremum the position
of the searched point can be specified (Fig. 3). Disturbed
image situations (brightness variations, small gray tone gra-
dients, partial occlusion, rotation and deformations) cancause
errors in block matching process. To solve these problems a
plausibility test based on evaluation of the matching quality is
used that can be expressed by 1) the absolute quality of the
matching extremum, 2) similarity of subsequent matching and
3) homogeneity of displacement vectors in groups (Fig. 3). The
first two criteria are obtained by an individual MAD criterion
(absolute features) and/or from two consecutive following
MAD similarity criteria (difference features). For homogeneity
of displacement vectors, three movement groups were defined
in a face (Fig. 3, right). In these we expect a homogenous
movement concerning direction and absolute length. After this
process all vectors within one group are homogenous. For
the eye an additional check of state is needed. Since closed
and opened eyes have different color characteristics the model
is exchanged in case of state change. The anchor points are
corresponding points in the models, so only the model itself
is exchanged. After movement determination the CA-ASM
are repositioned to the calculated points and start to align
their shapes to image objects. The qualitative difference of
the facial feature between two consecutive difference describe
the dynamic changes.

IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

The input to the algorithm is a color image sequence and
the output is a set of facial features and motion trajectories
that describe their dynamic changes (distortion) over time.
The same set of parameters was used to generate all the
experimental data presented in this paper. The face, including
its features has restrictions concerning its inhomogeneous
movement. Small variations must be allowed to cover small
changes in expression and rotation, which changes the rela-
tive distances of the features. Experimental results of image
sequences are presented which demonstrate a wide degree of
variation in both shape and texture. Appearance variationsare
caused by differences between individuals, deformation ofthe
individual face due to changes in expression and speaking,
and variations in the lighting. Robust extraction and tracking
of facial features were reached by means of applying the
suggested method.

The deformation of single feature (e.g. the mouth) can be
read from deformation vectors of the shape models. It is to rec-
ognize the dynamic change of the facial feature over the time
(e.g. open phase and close phase of the mouth). For mouth
and eyes the largest eigenvectors represent the opening and



Fig. 4: Facial features are extracted in a robust manner in
the suggested approach. The form parameters of the facial
features (mouth, eyes, chin and brows) describe systematically
the dynamic change and deformation in video sequence.

closing of the feature. The first deformation parameter (P1),
corresponding to the largest eigenvalue, describes opening and
closing. The curve in the analysis module paints the value for
the whole sequence (Fig. 4).

For the eye additionally to deformation, a model exchange
due to closed and opened eye has to be added. The first and
strongest parameter (P1) grows with the closing of the eye
(inverse to opening arc). A closed eye model only adapts to
the upper lid edge. After model exchange we see a peak in
the parameter P1, caused by the slightly opened eye (slower
opening). As the eye is opened normally the parameter falls
back to normal value. This uppeak is only to be seen for the
left eye since the right one is opened widely before and right
after the eye blink. The one frame where the eye is closed
causes a down peak. The model of the closed eye has different
weightings for parameters.

After extraction of main facial features, additional features
based on main features can be extracted. For instance the
pupils can be easily found in an opened eye by looking for
the darkest point (Fig. 4). Unlike main features the pupils
are not tracked but redetected in each frame. They need no
restrictions limiting their movement. The searched area is
defined by the segmentation of the main features. Figure 4
shows the independent movement of the pupil while changing
the direction of view. As conclusion from experimental results

one recognizes the fact that a robust extraction and tracking of
facial feature were reached by means of applying the suggested
method. It can be recognized that the contours and trajectories
describe the exact facial feature form and the dynamic change
over the time. The suggested method enables exact and robust
wrapping of the region despite of influence of disturbance.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this work a model-based image analyzing method that
is capable of automatic localization, extraction and tracking
of faces and facial features in color stereo image sequences
was presented. For automatic face and feature detection color
and stereovision based 3D information were used. Though
analyzed separately, the coupling of color and 3D information
in one manner seems to be an useful approach. Afterwards fea-
ture extraction was performed by model-based active contours,
for exact shape determination. A disadvantage is the limitation
of the system to the modeled features. Appearance of shapes,
which have not been modeled results in errors during shape
fitting. Very wide and thin mouth forms for instance reveal
this problem. A refinement of the modeling process (more
samples) should fix this in future. Feature extraction worked in
85% of all cases accurate. Errors should be graduated in future
more exactly. Not each error announced here is relevant for
each application. So the error measurement is always relative
to application. If features have been extracted correctly,as
requested in conceptual formulation, the system can gather
information about changes in shape and movement during an
image sequence.
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